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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is concerned with the problem of planning a 

sequential exploration program on a quantitative basis. Mathematical 

analysis is used to revise the subjective probabilities in such a manner 

that the natural state of distribution of ore deposits in the search area 

becomes known. Major emphasis is focused on the evaluation of the 

role of geophysical exploration activities in outlining the set of pos

sible drilling locations that will result in the greatest likelihood of dis

covery. The technique used in this research for the solution of 

exploration planning problems is based on 0) defining the exploration 

venture as an engineering system requiring optimization of each search 

activity, (2) modeling the system by using certain mathematical con

cepts of set theory, Bayes's theorem, and probability functions, and 

(3) performing simulations through the model to find appropriate solu

tions. On the basis of this approach, mathematical models are con

structed to determine the optimum exploration strategy that will maximize 

the expected profit. The first model deals with the determination of the 

optimal line spacing for a geophysical survey that will ensure a high 

probability of detection of an ore deposit expected in the search area. 

This is a problem for which mathematical statistics have been worked 

out. Equations for the probability of detection are derived and solved 

with the aid of the CDC 6400 computer. The model is then tested by a 

specific application to geophysical exploration for petroleum in the Rub 

al Khali basin. The model can also be applied to exploration for 

viii 



non-petroleum resources. A second model is constructed to determine 

the optimum drilling pattern for defining and evaluating detected geo

physical anomalies. A numerical example is given as an illustration of 

the possible application of the mathematical concepts developed for the 

determination of the optimum depth of drill holes. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT 
OF PROBLEM 

Mineral exploration carried on an empirical pattern was at one 

time the only method available to the prospectors. Nature enables these 

men to look for and to find most of the ore deposits that were exposed on 

the earth's surface. 

Unfortunately, the present techniques of exploration for petro

leum and ore deposits are highly complicated, Most, if not all, of the 

economically viable surficial deposits have been discovered and ex

ploited. The rate of significant discovery is decreasing, while the 

exploration costs are increasing. The world's demand for minerals and 

petroleum has shown a considerable increase in the last few years, and 

it certainly will increase in the future. The U.S. Bureau of Mines (A. 

Kaufman, 1971) indicates that the world's demand for minerals may have 

a value in the range of $365,000 to $645,000 million in the year 2000 

compared with $116,500 million in 1968. 

To face such complex situations, a new philosophy of prospect

ing for the remaining undiscovered deposits has come into demand in the 

last few years. Ideas vary from the belief in continuous improvements 

in exploration technology to the development of new search tools. Geo

physics has advanced consideringly, especially with respect to the 

finding of oil. In mineral exploration, Derry's (1970) research indicates 

that four out of six discoveries in Canada during the two-year period 

1 
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1967-68 resulted from the use of geophysics as the principal tool in ex

ploration. As a complement to the geophysical tools, it has been found 

that in the last few years a number of researchers have attempted to 

apply geomathematics as an additional dimension to the framework of a 

mineral exploration program. Investigators have applied mathematical 

models to problems of exploration strategy when searching for hidden 

deposits. However, most of the work has been focused on the evalua

tion of a specific stage in an exploration program or has been confined 

to the production stage. Research into construction of a sequential ex

ploration program on a quantitative basis has not been adequate. 

This dissertation therefore concentrates on the construction of 

a sequential exploration program to search for geophysical anomalies 

associated with ore deposits. The emphasis is focused on the role of 

geophysical exploration activities in estimating the set of possible 

drilling locations that will provide the greatest likelihood of success. 

Since the success ratio of geophysics is not unity (or 1:1), the out

come of a drill hole located in such a set may be looked upon as a com

plex probabilistic problem. The outcome would be success or failure. 

Among the successful exploratory drill holes, some discover only small 

reserves, while others with smaller probability discover large profitable 

reserves. Therefore, the drilling sites constitute a subset in the whole 

space of the selected region whose magnitudes form a continuous distri

bution where most of the values are zero, some are small, and a few 

are large. 
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To analyze the planning problems encountered in the sequential 

exploration program, a number of mathematical models have been con

structed making use of certain mathematical concepts. Once constructed, 

they can be used to find the optimum exploration strategy. The particular 

sequence may be to conduct a general mathematical model first. The 

objective function of this model is defined as the expected net profit. 

To find the maximum expected profit, it is necessary to obtain an accu

rate estimate of the variables involved in the model. Unfortunately, this 

requirement is not easy to achieve. Its influence as well as the presence 

of a large number of variables would cause a great difficulty in finding 

an optimum solution. So to overcome this difficulty, two other mathemat

ical models are constructed. 

The first model deals with the determination of the optimum line 

spacing of a geophysical survey that ensures a high probability of detec

tion of the significant anomalies. This model represents a modification 

of the planning problem of a reconnaissance survey originally considered 

by Slichter (1960). The new attempt takes into account the probabilistic 

nature of the length, orientation, number, and value of mineral deposits 

expected in the selected region. 

The second model is developed in order to determine the opti

mum drilling pattern for defining and evaluating the detected geophysical 

anomalies. First, the optimum depth of the first drill hole is calculated. 

In light of the outcome of the first drill hole, the probability distribution 

of the model's variables are updated by using Bayes' theorem. Then the 

location and depth of the second drill hole are calculated. After the re

sults of drilling the second hole are obtained, the model is again 
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updated. This process is continued until the deposit is delineated, 

given that the deposit is actually located in the selected zone. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON PLANNING EXPLORATION 
PROGRAMS FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 

During the last decade, a number of new concept have been in

troduced to help management, engineers, and geologists in solving prob

lems relating to mineral and petroleum exploration. Planning of 

exploration programs on quantitative basis is found to be of great use in 

areas having a number of valuable deposits. 

Mineral Exploration 

Allais (1957) constructed a mathematical model to appraise the 

economic prospects of mining exploration over large territories. In fact, 

Allais' study is a scientific process in the field of operations research 

whose main object is to find an optimum strategy of prospecting for 

metal deposits in a large region. To achieve this goal, Allais applied 

statistical data to the distribution of mineral deposits in well-explored 

territories as a fundamental basis for forecasting the probability of suc

cess in exploring the Algerian Sahara. His study indicates two main 

points. First, the occurrence of mineral deposits in well-explored areas 

follows Poisson distribution. Mathematically, this can be expressed as 

P(N = n) = f(n) =—, n = 0,l,2, ... (1) 
n! 

where is the expected number of mineral deposits per unit area, and 

f(n) is the probability of finding n deposits in the selected area. 

5 
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Second, the values of mineral deposits that exist in large re

gions follows a Lognormal distribution. This means that if in a specified 

area, n is the expected number of ore deposits, the probability that any 

deposit has a value of v monetary units or better will follow a Lognormal 

distribution. This can be written as 
oo 

P(V^v) = F(v) = -7= / e"z2/2 dz, 0<v<» (2) 
Mr { 

where F(v) = the probability that a deposit has a value of v units or 

better 

1 , v z = —log—— 
o m 

m = median value of v 

6 = standard deviation of log v. 

Allais estimated the parameters of the Poisson and Lognormal 

distributions from historical data on mineral deposits in well-explored 

and developed countries. Then he applied the calculated values to a 

mathematical model constructed to determine the distribution of the net 

gain. To do that, Allais made the following two assumptions: 

1. The incidence of mineral deposits in an unexplored area is 

governed by the same mathematical laws observed elsewhere 

in well-explored areas of the world. 

2. The total probability of successful exploration is the same in 

the Algerian Sahara as in other areas of the world. On the basis 

of these two assumptions and a personal estimate of the prob

abilities of success in three stages of search, Allais determined 

the distribution of the net gain by making appropriate cost 
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deductions from the expected values of discoveries. By using 

such a model, Allais found that the expected net gain from 

prospecting the one million km^ of the Algerian Sahara is about 

$50 million with a probability of 0.35 of making a profit. 

Allais' study also demonstrates that the probability of success 

in mineral exploration is a function of the initial investment. This con

cept points out that only in a large-scale exploration program can the 

probability of loss be reduced to an acceptable value. Finally, Allais 

indicated that a very large part of the total wealth in a given region is 

accounted for by a few large deposits. For example, a deposit of the 

greatest value usually stands for about 35 to 40 percent of the total 

value of all deposits expected in a selected region. With regard to this 

concept, the exploration strategy in an unexplored area must be designed 

in such a way as to minimize as much as possible the probability of 

missing the few largest deposits. 

The weak points in Allais' analysis for determining the profit

ability of a mineral exploration in the Algerian Sahara would seem to be: 

1. The gathering of statistical data with respect to mineral de

posits in France, for example, permits the making of inferences 

about deposits in France only and not for other regions with little 

geological similarity to France. 

2. The multiplication of the number of existing mineral deposits in 

country X by the ratio of the area of Algerian Sahara to the area 

of X seems unrealistic. For instance, on one of Allais' tables 

(1957, p. 299-300), in 1950 France had 13 mineral deposits in 
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its territorial area of 550,000 km2, which if equivalent to the area of 

the Algerian Sahara, then according to this assumption it would have 

about 23.6 mineral deposits, which seems a biased estimate. 

Slichter (1955) investigated the problem of drilling blindly for 

deposits in areas covered by overburden. To find the optimum drilling 

plan, he analyzed the merits of alternative drilling decisions in terms 

of cost and profit. In his analysis, Slichter made the following assump

tions on the targets and drilling procedure. 

1. Ore bodies are distributed randomly with respect to the orienta

tion of their major axes. 

2. Numbers and types of targets in the prospected area are known 

with certainty. 

3. Geologic conditions are uniform within the area. Thus, the 

prior probabilities of occurrence are the same throughout the 

area. 

4. Drilling is to be done on the basis of a uniform grid (square or 

equilateral triangular) of vertical holes with the same depth 

without any regard to the information gathered in the earlier 

stages of the process. 

Under these assumptions, the plan area and the shape of the 

target are considered to be the only variables that affect the probability 

of discovery. The ratio of the expected value to be discovered to the 

cost of prospecting is defined as the expected profit ratio and is used 

as a measure of effectiveness for the drilling. To compute the expected 

value of discoveries, Slichter assumed that the target's value is 
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proportional to its plan area. Then, through the use of the ratio of the 

quantity of ore found to the total amount present and the expected num

ber of targets, the expected value of discoveries is determined as a 

function of drill-hole spacing. Next, Slichter searched for the optimum 

drill-hole spacing, taking into consideration a number of targets with 

different geometric shapes and plan areas. However, the results cannot 

be applied directly to the exploration problems encountered in nature be

cause some of the assumptions are unrealistic. 

Slichter (1960) confirmed Allais1 finding about the Lognormal 

distribution of the values of mineral deposits, but he considered the 

Poisson distribution unsuitable for describing the occurrence of mineral 

deposits within a large region. Instead, he found that the spatial dis

tribution of mines in several regions in the western United States and in 

Ontario, Canada, follows an exponential function. 

Ellis and Blackwell (1959) extended Slichter's (1955) study for 

optimizing mineral exploration plans. Their analysis involves dividing 

the search area into a number of subareas and the volume under each 

subarea into a number of subvolumes. They also modified Slichter's as

sumption on the uniform depth to targets by assuming that the depth is 

randomly distributed in each subvolume. But as in Slichter's study, 

their main object was still to determine the optimal spacing and optimal 

depth of drill holes that maximize the expected profit ratio. 

Celasun (1964) extended the planning problem of reconnaissance 

drilling originally attacked by Slichter (1955) and subsequently by Ellis 

and Blackwell (1959). Celasun's work takes into account the following 

additional factors: 
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1. Some knowledge is available on the orientation of the major 

axes of the mineral deposits. 

2. The number, type, and value of the expected mineral deposits 

in the search area are not known with certainty. 

3. Drilling has to be done in a series of stages. 

4. The pre- and post-discovery costs are treated in a realistic 

manner. 

5. A limited amount of resources has to be distributed among a 

number of search sites. 

Celasun considered the expected net gain as a measure of the profit 

potential of the search investment under uncertainty. The probability of 

failure to detect the expected target in the selected area is taken as a 

measure of the degree of risk involved in the venture. Celasun pointed 

out that it would be possible to find the optimum drilling pattern that 

will give the maximum expected net gain by comparing all the alterna

tives on the basis of their profitability. 

Engel (1957) formulated a two-stage search model for investi

gating the exploration problem. He constructed his model after making 

the following assumptions: 

1. The number of targets in the search region is known with cer

tainty. 

2. The occurrence of targets in the region follows the binomial 

distribution. 

3. The distribution of false signals recorded by a sensor system 

follows Poisson's law. 

According to Engel's model, exploration has to be carried out in two 
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stages. During the first stage of search, the selected area is surveyed 

by a sensor system which receives a number of signals. These signals 

are of two types: true and false. The true signals tend to cluster at or 

near the actual location of the target, and this clustering would separate 

the area favorable for drilling from the barren part of the region. On the 

other hand, false signals show no more tendency to cluster than would 

be expected from chance. The s econd stage of search is then confined 

to the most favorable areas outlined during the first stage. 

In view of the previous assumptions and on the basis of a rea

sonable estimate for the costs of exploration and development, computer 

simulations are made, using a number of coverings with certain cluster 

sizes, in order to obtain the maximum expected income. However, the 

search strategy as formulated by Engel does not realistically represent 

the situations actually encountered in mineral exploration. This state

ment is justified by the following reasons: 

1. There is no need to cover the selected area several times. A 

thorough single coverage, such as by an airborne survey using 

closely spaced flight lines, would be sufficient. 

2. The number of targets in the selected area cannot be known with 

certainty. 

3. From considerations other than clustering, such as the inten

sity of signals, an experienced exploration team is often cap

able of analyzing the recorded field data with a reasonable 

degree of accuracy. 

Various exploration programs have been tested using Engel's 

model by Griffiths and Drew (1964), Griffiths (1970), and Griffiths and 
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Singer (1969). The results of these investigations indicate that a profit 

can be made over a wide range of exploration conditions using Engel's 

clustering technique. 

Griffiths and Singer (1971) calculated the unit regional value of 

natural resources for the period 1880 to 1960 for 48 states in the United 

States and for Canada and Australia. They found that the value per square 

mile in the United States follows the Lognormal distribution with an aver

age value equivalent to $250,000. Using this number as an expected 

value, the potential value of other large regions may be estimated. They 

draw the conclusion that the potential value of large regions appears to 

be largely dependent on the intensity of search, which is, in turn, a func

tion of population demand and government policy. 

Coster and Weiss (1963) constructed a decision model that takes 

into account the sequential nature of an exploration program. They 

treated the mineral exploration program in a number of sequential steps; 

at the end of each step two alternative actions are encountered, either 

to continue or to terminate the program. To find the best action, the de

cision criteria have to be evaluated in terms of the expected cost and 

the expected net profit ratio for each alternative. 

Harris (1966) introduced a new dimension to the application of 

mathematical models to mineral exploration. He constructed a multiple 

discriminant model in which the probability of occurrence of some mea

sure of mineral wealth is taken as a function of a number of geological 

variables. The basic postulates of his model are: 

V = Q (R, S, F, A) 

P(V) = G (R, S, F, A, V) 
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where V = a measure of mineral wealth, 

P(V) = the probability of occurrence of V, 

R = age and type of rock, 

S = structural features, and 

A = age and contact relationships of igneous intrusions with 

other rocks. 

Thus, if the actual form of the function G is known and if for any cell in 

the control area the numerical values of the geological variables are 

known, the probabilities for any desired set of values can be generated 

and those cells with the highest probabilities of large values of mineral 

wealth can be selected for more exploration. 

The ultimate use of such a model is in extrapolation. A set of 

geological variables and the total value of metal production plus reserves 

were measured in a well-explored area, called the control area, located 

in Arizona and New Mexico. The parameters of the model were deter

mined from the control area and the model was then used to determine 

the probability of occurrence of some measure of mineral wealth in a 

study area located in Utah after introducing into the model the values 

for the geological variables for the study area. Harris's model seems 

to be a useful tool at the reconnaissance level of a mineral exploration 

program because it can filter out the most favorable areas that might 

contain valuable targets. 

Harris and Brock (1973) constructed a geostatistical model for 

metal endowment. They applied subjective probability methods to define 

the probability of some measure of metal endowment in terms of geologic 

concepts. 
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Petroleum Exploration 

A good treatment of planning problems in petroleum exploration 

is made by Grayson (1960). His study consists of two parts. The first 

part describes the factors that influence drilling decisions and explains 

how these decisions can be evaluated in the face of uncertainty. The 

second part describes how the techniques of decision theory can be ap

plied by the exploration team in order to make the best decision. In 

applying decision theory, Grayson constructs a payoff table which lists 

the outcomes of each state-action combination. To each state of nature 

he assigns a subjective probability of occurrence. The outcome of each 

combination is then weighted by the probability of occurrence to calcu

late the expected monetary value. Then a search is done to find the 

maximum expected value. An analysis is also made to deal with the de

cision of whether to purchase additional seismic information about the 

area before taking drilling action. 

G. M. Kaufman (1963) published a book entitled Statistical 

Decision and Related Techniques in Oil and Gas Exploration which pro

vides a series of mathematical models for obtaining a set of optimal 

decision rules. His study indicates that the size of oil and gas fields 

follows the Lognormal distribution. 

Pachman (1966) investigated the problem of selecting the opti

mal cell size maximizing the expected present value of a uniform rec

tangular seismic reconnaissance search pattern for petroleum exploration. 

Pachman treated this problem after making a number of assumptions. 

Targets are assumed to be elliptical and their distribution in the search 

area equally likely. Target orientation, shape, areal extent, value, and 
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number are assumed mutually independent random variables distributed 

according to some probability density function. 

The characterization of the size, shape, and orientation of the 

natural deposits led to the development of grid drilling models that are 

used to find the optimal grid spacing during the search for petroleum. 

Savinskii (1965) tabulated the probability of locating elliptical targets 

with rectangular and square grids. Singer and Wickman (1969) tabulated 

the probability of detecting elliptical targets with square, rectangular, 

and hexagonal grids. Drew (1967) developed a grid drilling model for 

determining the maximum expected profit for an optimal grid spacing for 

petroleum exploration. He found that in the application of this model to 

each of the 15 major oil-producing areas within the United States an op

timal grid spacing would range from 0.75 to 3.75 miles. If the model is 

applied to the entire United States the optimal spacing would be 3.5 

miles, producing an expected profit of $65, 000 million. 

Although this review of the literature is by no means complete, 

the most important approaches have been considered. In summary, each 

of the previous models may be placed in one of three classes. The first 

class consists of statistical models where the frequency distributions of 

the number and value of mineral deposits are extrapolated from a well-

explored area to an unexplored one (Allais, 1957; Slichter, 1955). The 

second class consists of search models (Engel, 1957; Celasun, 1964; 

Griffiths and Drew, 1964; Drew, 1967; Singer and Wickman, 1969; De 

Geoffroy and Wignall, 1970; Griffiths, 1970; Griffiths and Singer, 

1971). The third class includes those models that combine mathematical 

concepts with geological information to find the probability of occurrence 
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of some measure of mineral wealth in a selected region (Harris, 1966; 

Harris and Brock, 1973). 



CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATION OF SOME MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS 
TO THE SEQUENTIAL EXPLORATION PROGRAM 

Mineral exploration is a screening process aimed at evaluating 

the parameters of the "state of nature" that deal with the main character

istics of mineral deposits expected to be in the search region. If the 

state of nature is favorable, a discovery could be made under a consid

erable intensity of search. Unfortunately, our knowledge of the state of 

nature is never perfect, and the decision to explore is always made on 

the basis of partial information. Therefore, information has to be ob

tained to reduce the uncertainty and increase the probability of success. 

A number of tools for obtaining information about the state of nature in 

the selected region are available at the present time. Some workers 

(Celasun, 1964; Drew, 1967) consider the grid-drilling search technique 

preceded by no other exploration activities as an effective tool for test

ing the mineral wealth in a search region. 

This dissertation adopts an laternate approach to the grid drill

ing technique. It concentrates on treating the exploration program as a 

combination of several sequential activities that search for geophysical 

anomalies in a large region showing no surface indications of possible 

buried mineral deposits. The sequential nature of an exploration program 

can be viewed as an integral part of the operational research aimed at 

finding the optimum strategy for exploration. 
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It can be seen then that the framework of a mineral exploration 

program consists of the following sequential activities: 

1. Search for geophysical anomalies. The selected area is first 

covered by a reconnaissance survey designed to identify those 

areas associated with geophysical anomalies. A detected anom

aly is defined as an area of interest that may or may not neces

sarily correspond to valuable mineralization, so the presence of 

mineralization must be confirmed before expensive drilling is 

started. 

2. Search for confirmed anomalies. The zones that give geophysi

cal anomalies during the first exploration activity are then sub

jected to a detailed geophysical survey. The purpose of the 

detailed survey is to test for the existence of each detected 

anomaly before deciding whether to drill it. Thus, the anomaly 

whose existence is confirmed may define an area of probable 

mineralization. 

3. Search for valuable anomalies. Drilling is then conducted in 

those zones that contain confirmed anomalies to test their states 

of nature and to provide an estimate of the probability of suc

cess for the exploration program. As a result of the drilling, the 

zones with mineral deposits are identified, and this would mark 

the end of the exploration campaign. 

A graphic representation of the sequence of such exploration activities is 

outlined in Figure 1. 
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Failure Success 

Stop 

Anomalies 
detected 

Anomalies 
confirmed 

Drilling 
exploration 

Anomalies 
not confirmed 

Detailed exploration 

Anomalies 
not 

detected 

No further 
exploration 

activity 

Reconnaissance Exploration 

Figure 1. The Sequential Stages of an Exploration Program 
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Quantitative Classification of the 
Selected Region 

The intent of this section is to show the application of some 

fundamental concepts of set theory and probability functions to the 

framework of an exploration program. 

The selected region is assumed to be a sample space S con

sisting of two mutually exclusive sets, A and A. Mathematically, this 

can be written as S = AU A, where A is the set of geophysical anomalies 

that actually exist in the search region andX is the non-anomaly set 

(Fig. 2a). 

The anomaly set A is in turn classified into two mutualy ex

clusive subsets. One is associated with valuable deposits, OcA, and 

the other corresponds to nonvaluable earth materials whose physical 

properties naturally give geophysical anomalies indistinguishable from 

those of valuable deposits (Fig. 2b). For simplicity, the first subset is 

called a mineral subset and the second subset is a noise subset. From 

this it can be seen that while mineral deposits have to be in anomalies 

not all anomalies contain economical deposits. 

The natural state of the two sets A and "A in the selected region 

is not exactly known in advance. Therefore, the first task of the explor

ation team is to assign subjective probabilities to the two sets. The 

assigned values reflect the thinking of geophysicists toward the likeli

hood of having the following events in the search area: 

1. The occurrence of a valuable mineral deposit, P(O). 

2. The occurrence of geophysical anomalies in the selected re

gion, P(A). 
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Figure 2. Classification of the Search Area into Anomaly Sets 
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3. The occurrence of a geophysical anomaly associated with a 

mineral deposit, P(A|0), and similarly the occurrence of an 

anomaly associated with a noise deposit, P(AlO). 

In the light of the numerical values assigned to these subjec

tive probabilities, the area is either rejected or selected for exploration. 

If the decision is in favor of selection of the area, then the reconnais

sance exploration activity, Rm, is conducted. As a consequence of this 

activity, a number of anomalies are discovered. In addition, other anom

alies may exist that cannot be discovered due to some complex subsur

face condition which obscures their identification. The detected 

anomalies are then treated as a subset of the anomalous set A, for 

example, ARmc A, where ARm represents the anomalies detected during 

the reconnaissance exploration (Fig. 2c). Actually, the detected anom

alies are of two types. One type refers to promising anomalies which 

are true responses to subsurface mineral deposits. The other type de

fines unfavorable anomalies created from nonvaluable earth materials. 

Since strict selection techniques are not available for separating the 

valuable anomalies, it is therefore preferable to subject all anomalies 

detected during the reconnaissance stage to a detailed geophysical 

survey. The detailed exploration activity has to be done on each of the 

detected anomalies to confirm its existence, and if confirmation occurs, 

an estimate of its physical characteristics has to be made. 

The confirmed anomalies are considered as targets for drilling, 

and they form a subset of the detected anomalies, ARm, i.e., 

ADm c ARm (Fig. 2d). In addition, there is also a subset of anomalies 



discovered during the reconnaissance exploration but not confirmed dur

ing the detailed survey, ADmc:ARm (Fig. 2 d). 

Since the natural state of anomalies is either true, OcA, or 

false, OcA, the confirmed anomalies ADm are either mineral deposit-

confirmed anomalies, OCADm, or noise-confirmed anomalies OcADm 

(Fig. 2e). Hence, an exact prediction of the natural state of the con

firmed anomalies cannot be made in advance and drilling is required to 

investigate their states. Depending on the true state of the confirmed 

anomalies, the outcome of the drilling will be either a success or a 

failure. 

Once an economic discovery occurs, a revision of the subjec

tive probabilities can be made, using the data obtained from the com

pleted exploration activities. Before going into a more detailed 

description of the procedure used to estimate the parameters of the 

states of nature and their likelihood of occurrence in the search region, 

it would be well to introduce some of the mathematical terms and defini

tions used in the current study. 

Definitions 

The Subjective Probability. The subjective probability is a 

personal estimate of the likelihood of occurrence for a particular event. 

The focus is on the interaction between the exploration method and the 

geological conditions in the search region that give a reasonable value 

to the subjective probability. Normally, the geophysicist through his 

experience in a number of situations similar to the one he is facing can 

give an acceptable value. 
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The Prior Probability. The prior probability is the one ex

pressed by the geologist on the basis of his partial knowledge about the 

likelihood of occurrence of the various states of nature in the selected 

region. 

The Posterior Probability. The posterior probability is a revised 

value of the prior probability. It expresses the likelihood of the natural 

state of an event being in the search region in the light of the new infor

mation gained from a number of exploration activities. 

The Conditional Probability. The conditional probability refers 

to the probability of occurrence of event A given that another event B has 

already occurred. It can be calculated by using the following formula: 

P(A|B) = -EMBL . (3) 

With reference to mineral exploration, the conditional probability of de

tecting anomaly A during a geophysical survey, given the existence of a 

mineral deposit in the search area, can be expressed mathematically as 

P(A|o)  = pftno) ,  

where P(0) is the occurrence probability of a mineral deposit in the 

search area. 

Bayes's Theorem. This theorem can be derived from the basic 

concepts of probability theory and is here stated only in its final form. 

Let Ai, A2, . . . , An be mutually exclusive events whose union is the 

sample space A of the selected region. Next, let B be an event in the 

sample space A. The conditional probabilities of B, given Ai, and the 

prior probabilities of events Ai are assumed to be known. Then the 
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problem of calculating the probability that Ai is the true cause of the 

occurrence of B can be solved by using Bayes's formula: 

P(Ai|B) = ri
P(Ai)P(B'Ai) , i= it 2, n. (4) 

Y P(Ai)P(B|Ai) 
i=l 

This formula could be a useful quantitative tool in exploration. It can be 

used to compute the posterior probabilities of the occurrence of particu

lar events in the search area and to approach the problem of how long 

drilling of the detected geophysical anomalies should be continued. This 

can be clarified by expressing the symbols in the formula in terms of 

words and statements, using the following example for illustration. 

First, consider that a large area has been selected for an air

borne electromagnetic survey and flown with a quarter-mile spacing. 

Following the airborne survey, assume that 20 anomalies are selected 

for a detailed ground geophysical survey. To simplify the calculations, 

assume that the detailed survey confirms the existence of 5 anomalies, 

but the natural states of the confirmed anomalies are not known. Let x 

be the number of valuable anomalies out of the 5 and the rest, 5 - x, are 

false anomalies characterized by no valuable deposits associated with 

them, x is therefore a discrete random variable whose state of nature is 

not know and the value of x could be any number between 0 and 5. 

Based on geophysical comparisons with a nearby region that has 

been extensively drilled, only two possible states of nature for the con

firmed anomalies can be assumed, with an estimated likelihood of occur

rence for each state. 



Another alternative which is closer to reality is to consider the 

following possibilities for the natural states of the confirmed anomalies: 

©1 = zero economical anomaly; five false anomalies. 

02 = one economical anomaly; four false anomalies. 

03 = two economical anomalies; three false anomalies. 

©4 = three economical anomalies; two false anomalies. 

05 = four economical anomalies; one false anomaly. 

0g = five economical anomalies; zero false anomaly. 

An equally likely model is then adopted for the occurrence of the above 

states of nature. This means that the occurrence probability of 0i = the 

occurrence probability of 02 = ... = the occurrence probability of 00 = 

1/6. Now suppose that a decision is made to drill one anomaly selected 

at random and the outcome of the drilling turns out to be a failure. Then, 

by use of Bayes's theorem, the new evidence can be applied to revise 

the initial estimates for the likelihood of the states of nature. Let the 

event of the first false anomaly be B, then the conditional probability 

for the first drilled anomaly to be false, given 0j is in fact the true 

state of nature in the selected region, is equal to 1, or P(B|0i) = 1.0. 

Similarly, the conditional probability for event B, given 0j, is in fact 

the true state of nature is equal to: 

P(B|02) = 0.8 

P(B|03) = 0.6 

P(B|04) = 0.4 

P(B|05) = 0.2 

P(B|06) = 0.0 

Consequently, the posterior probability of 0i being the true state of 
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nature, given the evidence of one false anomaly, can be calculated by 

the use of Bayes's formula: 

P(0l|B) = 0.33. 

Similarly, 

P(02|B) = 0.27 

P (83IB) = 0.20 

P(64|B) = 0.13 

P(05l B) = 0.17 

P ( 0 6 | B )  =  0 . 0 0 .  

Suppose that it is decided to delay the decision for full-scale 

drilling until another anomaly has been tested. A hole is drilled on a 

second anomaly again randomly selected. Now the posterior probabilities 

computed after drilling the first anomaly become prior probabilities for 

the second step of calculations. Based on this, the conditional probabil

ities of the second false anomaly, given 0i as being in fact the true 

state of nature and C is the event of the second false anomaly, are 

equal to: 

P(ClGi) = 1.0 

P(C|02) = 0.75 

P(Cl 03) = 0.50 

P(C|04) = 0.25 

P(C|05) = 0.00 

P(C|06) = 0.00. 

Then, the revised posterior probability of 0i being the true state of 

nature given the evidence of two false anomalies is computed to be: 
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P(©ll C) = 0.50 

P(e2|C) = 0.30 

P(03IC) = 0.15 

P(04|C) = 0.05 

p(e5 |C)  = o.oo 

p(e6 IO = o.oo.  

Every time new information is obtained from drilling more anomalies, the 

previous process of computation can be repeated until one of the posterior 

probabilities reaches a value sufficiently close to 1.00. 

Evaluation of the Exploration Strategy 

In mineral exploration, uncertainty due to the lack of complete 

information about the natural state of the selected area is one of the 

most important decision variables. The degree of uncertainty can be de

creased if the personal judgment and experience of the exploration team 

are incorporated with the gathered information. Normally, before con

ducting any exploration program, most of the information does not come 

directly from the selected region but rather from theoretical analyses 

and case history documentation from other already explored areas hav

ing similar environments. However, the information obtained through 

such investigation has some degree of uncertainty, which can be de

scribed numerically through prior probabilities. Therefore, the first task 

in mineral exploration is to obtain unbiased estimates for the following 

prior probabilities: 

1. The occurrence probability of mineral deposits in the selected 

region, P(0). As an estimation, a success ratio calculated for 



similar well-explored regions may be considered as an un

biased estimate for P(O). 

2. The occurrence probability of a geophysical anomaly that is 

associated with the mineral deposit being searched for, 

P(A|0) Similarly, the occurrence probability of an anomaly 

that is not associated with the mineral deposit, P(AlO). 

3. The probability of detecting an anomaly during the reconnais

sance survey, Rm, given that it is associated with a mineral 

deposit, P(ARm|A,0). 

4. The probability of confirming the detected anomaly during the 

detailed geophysical survey, Dm, P(ADm|AfO,ARm). 

Next, using Bayes's theorem and the above estimated prior 

probabilities, the posterior probabilities for each course of action can 

be calculated in order to determine the best strategy for exploration. 

The computed posterior probabilities are: 

1. The occurrence probability of a mineral deposit's being associ

ated with a geophysical anomaly, P(0|A). 

P(0IA) P(Q) PftM =_ . ,5, 
l l '  P ( O )  P ( A | 0 )  +  P ( O J  P ( A l O )  l  '  

2. The occurrence probability of a mineral deposit, given the 

presence of a detectable anomaly, P(0|A,ARm). 

PfOlA AR ) = P (OI A) P (ARmlO , A) . ,g. 
m P(0|A)P(ARm|0,A) + P(0|A) P(ARm|OtA) 

If the detection takes place, then the probability of anomaly 

occurrence will be equal to one, i.e., P(A) = 1 and the 

probability P(0|A, ARm) can be set equal to P(OlA). At this 
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point, it is not possible to predict with a full degree of certain

ty whether the detected anomaly is associated with a valuable 

mineral deposit. 

3. The occurrence probability of a mineral deposit, given that the 

detailed survey confirms the existence of a detected anomaly, 

P (OI A, ARm / ADjn). 

P(0|A,ARm,ADm) . 

= P(OlA.ARm) P(ADmIO / A, ARm) . 
P(0|A,ARm) P(ADm|0 , A, ARm) + P(0|A,ARm) P(ADm|0,A,ARm) 

(7) 

By confirming the detected anomaly, the probability 

P(0|A,ARm,ADm) can be set equal to the probability P(OjADm) 

and similarly the probability P(OlA,ARm, ADm) is equal to 

P(OlADm). These two probabilities are the ones that affect the 

decision whether to drill the confirmed anomalies. 

Using the values of the posterior probabilities, one can deter

mine the expected value of each exploration action and hence select the 

strategy with the maximum expected value. The expected value of the 

drilling strategy that is based on a prearranged grid proceeding with no 

geophysical activity is calculated by using only the estimated prior 

probabilities. In fact, this is of great risk because without exploration 

the assigned values are based on poor information concerning the varia

bility of the natural state of the selected region. This drawback is 

serious in decision evaluation if the expected value of the optimal action 

is sensitive to the probability distribution of the state variables. There

fore, to avoid this problem, the prior probabilities have to be revised 



before the final decision to drill is made. It is evident that successive 

evaluation of the outcomes of each exploration activity would help in 

avoiding two possible wrong decisions (1) to continue exploration in an 

area that does not have valuable targets and (2) to abandon an area that 

actually contains economical targets. 

Within the strategy of conducting a sequential exploration pro

gram, the problem must be faced of how much the information from the 

geophysical survey would be worth. This problem may be solved by 

computing the expected values of the two alternative strategies. The 

increase or decrease in the expected value from using the posterior 

rather than the prior probabilities would be a measure of the value of 

the geophysical survey. In practice, the geophysical information can 

be obtained only at some cost. Therefore, the value of the geophysical 

survey has to be compared with the cost of obtaining such information 

in deciding whether it would be profitable to run the survey. 



CHAPTER 4 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR A GEOPHYSICAL 
EXPLORATION PROGRAM 

In the recent years, a number of researchers have started using 

mathematical models to design a mineral exploration program on a quan

titative basis. The construction of such models is based on the assump

tion that certain frequency distributions, such as the Poisson or negative 

binomial distribution, adequately describe the occurrence of mineral de

posits in the earth's crust and that the Lognormal law describes the dis

tribution of their values. This new quantitative approach may provide 

valuable information which is useful in determining the expected number 

of mineral deposits and their values in well-explored areas. Thus, the 

obtained data can be used to estimate the mineral potential of a nearby 

unexplored area. It is believed that if the frequency distribution of 

mineral deposits is determined for many well-explored areas in the 

world, then it will be possible to design an efficient exploration pro

gram for the still-remaining unexplored areas. 

The General Exploration Model 

The current study represents a mathematical formulation of the 

design of a regional exploration program that is intended to be carried 

out over a large region covered by overburden. The purpose of this study 

is not to give specific solutions to the outstanding problems in explora

tion but to develop some mathematical concepts that could be helpful in 

32 
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planning exploration activities. Data from fully explored areas consti

tute the main elements required for the construction of a mathematical 

exploration model. When the data are not available, a number of prior 

assumptions have to be made. Thus, the effectiveness of such a model 

is governed by how closely the prior assumptions are to the state of 

nature in the selected region. 

The current study treats the suggested regional exploration pro

gram as consisting of a number of states and stages. The states are 

classified into natural, evaluation, and production. Each state is asso

ciated with a number of variables. With respect to the natural state, its 

parameters are of two types: space-related variables and time-related 

variables. The space-related variables are those whose values are in

dependent of time. The location of a mineral deposit in the search area, 

its depth below the earth's surface, its mineral content, length, shape, 

and orientation belong to this group of variables. The natural state of 

these variables is not well known prior to exploration, therefore the main 

purpose of exploration is to estimate their values. However, at the in

itial stage of exploration, the prior probabilities of the space-related 

variables are estimated either subjectively or empirically from available 

data. Then such given prior probabilities have to be revised in the light 

of the information gathered during the geophysical and drilling explora

tion activities. 

The time-related variables refer to politicoeconomic variables 

whose values are a function of time. The cost and availability of man

power, equipment, market price, government stability, taxes, and con

servation laws are some of these variables. Exploration activities do 
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not give direct information about their values. They can only be esti

mated by forecasting techniques that are outside the interest of the 

current study. To keep the ultimate result from becoming too complex, 

the probable values of the time-related variables are entered into the 

mathematical model in terms of their expected values. 

Between the state of nature and the evaluation state, it is 

necessary to conduct a number of geophysical and drilling activities. 

The first geophysical activity has to be a reconnaissance survey over 

the entire selected area. Since very little is known about the distribu

tion of targets prior to the reconnaissance survey, it is reasonable to 

survey the area thoroughly. Such practice is highly recommended by 

Allais (1957), who indicates that large-scale exploration is the best 

strategy. Allais estimated the probability of loss as a function of the 

scale of exploration, that is 

P(L) = e_ak 

where P(L) is the probability of loss, 

a is a constant of the exploration activity, and 

k is the amount of capital available for exploration. 

The anomalies detected during the reconnaissance stage are 

then subject to a detailed geophysical survey. At the end of this stage, 

a number of confirmed anomalies have been accepted for drilling. It is 

hoped that those anomalies with the highest probability of being associ

ated with valuable deposits have been accepted and at the same time 

that the false anomalies have been rejected. In fact, it is reasonable to 

consider the geophysical and drilling stages of exploration as 
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transforming mechanisms whose main object is to revise the prior prob

abilities of the space-related variables, mainly the occurrence probabil

ity of mineral deposits in the search region, P(O), and the conditional 

probability of their values, p(V|0). In summary, a detailed flow chart 

illustrating the basic phases involved in the exploration program is 

shown in Figure 3. 

Next, to determine the effectiveness of such a model, the fol

lowing notations are used: 

v = total value of deposits expected in search area = £ vj 
i=l 

vj = value of the deposit 

N = number of discovered deposits 

C = cost of exploration 

Ci = cost of reconnaissance survey 

C2 = cost of detailed survey 

C3 = cost of drilling 

E = production cost 

G = profit to be gained. 

Thus, the net profit is given by 

N 

G  = ^ j V 1  ~  ( C 1  +  C ? -  +  ° 3 )  ~  E *  ( 8 )  

In fact, at the time of selection of an area for exploration, the 

concern is with future profit. Therefore, in planning a regional explora

tion program, the quantity which has to be maximized is the expected 

profit, E(G). 
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From the theorem that states that the expected value of a sum 

of independent random variables is equal to the sum of their expected 

values (Hoel, 1971) it is found that 

N 
E(G) = E J vi-E(C! + C2 + C3) - E . (9) 

1=1 

Since N and V are two random variables independently distributed, then 

E(v) = E(N) E (V). 

Therefore, the expected profit is given by 

E(G) = E (N) E (V) -C - E. (10) 

Applying the mathematical definition of the expected value of a random 

variable, Eq. (10) can be written as 

E(G) = n -P(N=n) • P(d|0) • v-P(V^v) -C-E (11) 

where P(N=n) is the probability density function of the discrete random 

variable N, 

P(d|0) is the probability of detecting a deposit, given its oc

currence in the search area, and 

P(V^v) is the probability density function of the continuous ran

dom variable V. 

Eq. (11) indicates that a search for the optimum values of 

P(dlO) and C is required to find the maximum expected profit. This, in 

turn, requires the construction of another two mathematical models. The 

first model deals with the determination of the optimum pattern of a geo

physical survey, while the second model deals with the drilling pattern 

which has the highest probability of hitting a target expected in the 

search area with a minimum number of drill holes. 
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Before starting the description of these two models, it is neces

sary to define the other components in Eq. (11) over which there is no 

control. 

Mathematical Laws Pertaining to 
the Distribution of Deposits 

The frequency distribution of mineral deposits has been studied 

by a number of workers (Allais, 1957; Engel, 1957; Slichter, 1960; 

Kaufman, 1963; Griffiths and Drew, 1964; Uhler and Bradley, 1970). 

Allais (1957) and Engel (1957) indicate that the Poisson distribution is 

an adequate model for computing the occurrence probability of mineral 

deposits. Thus, the probability of finding n deposits in the search area 

is given by 

P (N = n) = e~y , (12) 
n! 

where ;u = expected number of deposits per unit area 

n! = n(n - 1). . . (2) (1). 

Griffiths (1962), Griffiths and Drew (1964), and Uhler and 

Bradley (1970) demonstrate that the frequency distribution of natural 

resources, whether they are oil fields or ore deposits, follows the nega

tive binomial distribution. This implies that the probability of finding a 

target is not constant from one unit area to another because mineral de

posits show a tendency to cluster within small areas in the earth's crust. 

According to the negative binomial distribution, the probability of find

ing n deposits in the search area is given by 
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p ( N= n )  =  ( - £ 1 °  (-nc)(-i)n(-dr)n (13) 

= ( k \c / 1 vn c(c+ 1). . . (c + n - 1) . 
yk+l' k+ 1' n! 

The mean and variance of the negative binomial distribution are given in 

terms of k and c by 

mean - u = 
c 

variance = 62 = li(1 +-^-). 
' k 

The parameters k and c can be estimated from the observed mean X and 

variance S2 of a sample by the formulas: 

_ x2 
C -

S2 - X 

, _ X 
k 

Given the occurrence of a deposit in the selected area, its 

value still can not be predicted with full certainty, so a large number of 

researchers conclude that the value of natural resources, oil fields as 

well as ore deposits, follow the Lognormal distribution. Kaufman's (1963) 

work, in particular, is significant. This indicates that the cumulative 

probability distribution of the value of deposits expected to be in the 

search area is given by 

oo 
P(VsSv) = \|2ir /e~z2/2 dz (14) 

where z = —log — 
<5" )i 

logji is the mean of logv 

jj is the median of v 



<T is the standard deviation of v. 

The mean and mode of the Lognormal distribution are given by 

the mean = jie^/2 

the mode = ji e-6"^ . 

The Geophysical Exploration System 

At the present time, an exploration campaign requires a com

bination of scientists and advanced technology. Furthermore, decisions 

and recommendations must be evaluated by management in economic 

terms to justify the risk involved in mineral exploration. 

Geophysics is one of the most useful tools in exploration. The 

primary concern of geophysicists is to obtain reliable information which 

is then used to define the specific areas where mineral deposits may oc

cur. Despite continued improvements in geophysics, the risk involved 

in finding new deposits still remains high. Only about 1 out of 20 ex

ploratory wells is an oil field discovery and only 1 in 420 finds a 100 

million barrel oil field (Griffiths and Drew, 1964). In the mining indus

try, Roscoe (1971), on the basis of the work of Derry (1970), indicates 

a decline in the probability of economic discovery for the case of metal

lic minerals exploration in Canada from 0.01 in 1951 to 0.0001 in 1969. 

New concepts and techniques in the geophysical field will in

crease the success ratio in finding the concealed deposits and at the 

same time improve the efficiency of the exploration program. In this 

direction, this study defines a geophysical exploration venture as an 

engineering system which requires an optimization of the search activity 

to produce maximum expected profit. Much emphasis on theoretical 
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analysis and field investigation on optimizing the exploration system 

are required to ensure that it is operated at a maximum efficiency. The 

recognition of the exploration program as an engineering system also 

requires computer models to define and solve the mineral search prob

lem. On the basis of this approach, the purpose of this section is to 

develop a mathematical model for finding the optimum pattern of a geo

physical exploration program. 

The Model 

Prior to undertaking the geophysical activity, a preliminary 

mathematical analysis has to be made to estimate the likelihood of the 

selected region containing valuable deposits. Experience and intuition 

form the basis of this action. 

After the region has been carefully selected, the main object 

of the geophysical survey is to locate the anomalous areas. On the 

basis of theoretical analysis and case history documentation, the geo-

physicist determines which geophysical methods are preferable for the 

selected area. In addition, he must quantify the scale of exploration 

which should be adopted during the geophysical survey. A thorough 

search activity may improve the probability of detecting the target but 

would reduce the overall profitability because of the resulting high ex

ploration costs. Lack of emphasis on these decisions may be behind 

the lower value of the success ratio in mineral exploration to date. 

Therefore, in planning a geophysical exploration program, it 

is necessary to determine the spacing to be used for the survey lines. 

The selected line spacing should be such as to ensure a high probability 



of detecting expected targets in the search area. Thus, the problem to 

be solved before conducting the geophysical survey is the determination 

of the optimum line spacing for each method recommended by the geo-

physicist. Statistical analysis of the exploration problem is a useful 

operations research technique that can be used to find the probability of 

detecting a target for a given grid of parallel lines. 

The expected profit of the geophysical survey, which is to be 

maximized, is defined by the following operational equation: 

E(G) = E(N) P V - C (15) 

where E(G) = expected profit 

E(N) = expected number of ore deposits in search area 

P = probability of detection 

V = expected value of the ore deposits 

C = costs of the geophysical survey. 

To estimate C, let 1 be the length and w the width in miles of the se

lected area and c be the cost per line-mile of the survey, then 

C = lwc/d, where d is the survey line spacing. The probability of de

tection P is expressed as 

P = f(L,d,fi) (16) 

where L = length of target 

0 = orientation of the target with respect to the direction 

of the survey lines. 

Before considering how to determine the maximum expected profit of the 

geophysical survey, the numerical calculations employed in obtaining a 

solution for P will be presented. 



The Probability of Detection 

For a geophysical survey conducted in a selected area along a 

series of parallel lines separated by a uniform distance d, on the basis 

of the orientation of the target, either fixed or random, and its length, 

the mathematical formulas for the probability of detection may take 

several forms. 

For the simplest case, where the length and orientation are 

known, the probability of detection P takes the following form: 

(L/d for L<d 
P = ( (17) 

( 1 for L>d 

where L = length of target 

d = survey line spacing. 

In nature, the length and orientation of the target are uncertain prior to 

exploration, hence strategy based on the above simple model is not rea

sonable. However, this uncertainty is difficult to measure quantitative

ly. It is useful to think of it as a probability distribution about an 

expected value. To do that, the length of the target is considered a 

random variable having a particular probability distribution function. 

Historical statistics related to lengths of ore deposits are rare, so to 

find such a distribution, the following facts are introduced. 

1. There is no known valuable deposit of negative or zero length; 

consequently, the frequency of a zero or negative length for a 

deposit is zero. 

2. Large valuable deposits are rare and their occurrence probability 

is very small; therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the 

frequency of large positive lengths is very close to zero. 



3. Normally, there is a most frequent length, called the average 

length, in the search area. 

4. The probability of finding an ore deposit of infinite length is 

zero. 

Slichter (1960) studied the distribution of the length of the 

Basin-and-Range ore deposits without defining the type of distribution 

of their lengths. He only indicates that half of the ore deposits are less 

than 220 feet long and those of 40-foot length are the most abundant. 

Large deposits of 2,000-foot lengths are rare, the rate being 1 per 

50,000 square miles. 

The present author studied the distribution of the lengths of oil 

fields in the Arabian Gulf Basin. The observed frequency distribution 

curve of their lengths is displayed in Figure 4, which indicates that 

about 77 percent of these oil fields are less than 20 miles long and 

those with lengths of 10 miles or less are the most abundant. Large 

ones with lengths of 40 miles or more are few, with a likelihood of oc

currence equal to 0.07. 

In light of the above-mentioned facts and the shape of the fre

quency curve of Figure 4, it is concluded that the length of ore deposits 

as well as oil fields is a continuously random variable that has a gamma 

distribution. Based on this conclusion, the probability density function 

of the length variable L is given by 

C( _T JO 

f(L) = ,eT~ L>0,<<>0,/>0, (18) 
(/)« +1 T(« + l) 

=  0  ,  L ^ 0 ,  

where a and J3 are the parameters of the gamma distribution. 
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Figure 4. Frequency Distribution of the Length of Oil Fields in 
the Arabian Gulf Basin 
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From the moment-generating function of the gamma distribution, 

the mean p. and variance 6 2 are given by 

>i = (« + \ ) P  

62  = (or + 1 )p2 .  

The parameters ac and p can be estimated from the observed mean L and 

variance s2 of a sample by the formulas: 

« = (L2/s2) - 1, and 

P = s2/L . 

It is evident that the dependence of the gamma distribution upon 

two parameters, cc andp , gives it a great deal of flexibility as a proba

bility model for defining the distribution of the length of ore deposits. 

Since fi acts as a scale parameter, changing its value only stretches or 

compresses the frequency curve of the gamma distribution while keeping 

the area under the curve equal to one. Changing the value of the param

eter qc will inversely change the degree of symmetry of the curve. The 

asymmetry of the curve actually takes place at lower values of c( . This 

concept is used to simplify Eq. (18) in the following manner. As the ob

served frequency curve for the lengths of oil fields in the Arabian Gulf 

basin (Fig. 4) and Slichter's (1960) distribution curve for the lengths of 

ore deposits in the Basin-and-Range region are highly asymmetrical, the 

parameter et has to take its lowest value, <X = 1. Then by substituting 

these conditions into Eq. (18), a special expression for the distribution 

function of the variable L can be derived: 

f(L) = l-i-)2Le-2L/L (19) 

where L = average length. 



Next, the orientation of the expected target in relation to the 

direction of the survey lines, 0, is assumed to be a random variable dis

tributed uniformly between 0O and -0O. Thus 

f(9) = -r£— , for -0O< 0< 0O (20) 
20o 

= 0, otherwise. 

Finally, considering Figure 5 as a geometric representation of 

the target's position, the distributions of the two random variables, L 

and 0, are defined, and the figure displays the conditions required for 

intersection or nonintersection of the target by the survey lines. It is 

evident that the target's position is controlled by the two variables, X 

and 0. The variable X represents the distance between an end point A 

on the target and the survey line ss. It is assumed that X had a proba

bility density function given by 

f(x) = 1/d. (21) 

As the target can occupy all possible positions and its length is a con

tinuously random variable, the events required for the nonintersection 

case are given by the following inequalities: 

x + L cos0< d, 

0<x<d, and 

—0Q < 0< 0o. 

The intersection of the events described by these inequalities is the non-

detection event. It is also assumed that detection would take place at 

the time when the survey line spacing is equivalent to the minimun 

length of a target expected in the search area plus a small fraction of 

its length. Therefore, under the assumption that the three variables X, 

0, and L are independent of each other, probability of nondetection q is: 
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Figure 5. Diagram for Computing the Probability of Detection 
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r J s f(0) f(L) f(x) 
&o d/cos0 d-Lcos0 

q = d0 dL dx. (22)  
-eo o o" 

The solution of this equation for two cases will be considered. 

Case I. Random Length and Known Orientation. Case I states 

that the length of the expected target is a random variable, while its 

orientation is known with cortaiity. The survey lines are perpendicular 

to the direction of the target; according, Eq. (22) takes the form: 

By introducing the two functions, f(L) and f(x), defined in Eqs. (19) and 

(21), respectively, 

d d-L 
f(L) f(x) dL dx. (23) 

d, d - L 

d 

Integration of the first integral gives 

d 
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2 —2 
= (A.)2[e-2L/E(_^.i)+_L_] 

= e"2d/L ( ~ld - 1) + 1 
L 

= 1 - 2r e~2r - e~2r (25) 

where r = d/L. 

Integration of the last part of Eq. (24) gives 

/.i.(i) 2 Le -2VLdL = (X) J- / L2e"21"/! dL 
o d L L d 

d 

( 2 )2 1 I -2L/L(-L2L _ 2LL2 2L^ 
~ L ~d~l 2 4 

/2x2 1 ro-2d/L ,-d2L _ dL2 iA +jA[ 
L dL V 2 2 4 4 J 

-2d/L /_2d_ 9 JL. _L 
6 ~ d' d 

e~2r (-2r - 2 - J-) + -i-
r r 

= —— 2re~2r - 2e-2r —— e-2r (26) 
r r 

where r = d/L. 

By substituting Eqs. (25) and (26) in Eq. (24), 

q = 1 + e~2r - — (1 - e2r). (27) 
r 

Since the probability of detection P is the complement of q (P = 1 - q), 

P is given by 

P = JL(I - e_2r) - e~2r. (28) 
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Case II. Random Length and Orientation. Case II corresponds 

to the state which is actually encountered in nature. In practice, survey 

lines do not run perpendicular to the direction of a hidden target but at an 

angle 0 that lies somewhere between+0O and -0. Therefore, Eq. (22) 

must be solved by dealing with the three functions, f(L), f(x), and f(0) 

at the same time.This can be done by the following calculations. From 

Eq. (22) 

f(0) f(L) f(x) d0 dLdx. 

By introducing Eq. (21) for the function f(x), 

J=b d/cos0 d-Lcos0 

l/cos0 
(29) 

Next, by introducing Eq. £0)for f(0), 

,0O d/cos0 

o 

,0O d/cos0 
(30) 

Finally, by introducing Eq. (19) for f(L), 

l o d/cos0 T ,0O d/cos0 
(  _ Lc2S0 ) ( J r )

2
L e -2L/L d L d0 

v d l q = 26° -I I (1 
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0o 
= 1 

20O -0o o" 

d/cos0 

r d/cos0 n 0 nT 

(J.) Le~2L/L dL 

l2cosQ (J,)2 e"2L/L dLl d0. 
d L J 

(31) 

By integration: 
d/cos9 o _ „ o 

(f)2Le"2I-AdL = (i)2 

o L L 
.-2L/L 

1 2 4 ;  

d/cos0 

- < t >  

-2 -2 

fe-2d/LooS0(_z^_.i.)+i 
2cos0 4 

2r o-2r/cos0 _ ^^r/cos© 
cos0 

(32) 

where r = d/L, 

and <^.COS0 L2COS9 (J^2 
e-2L/L dL = ^ ' cos0 2. 

L d 

d/cos0 

L2e-2L/LdL 

d/cos0 

_ ^_2 j2_cos0 ^-2L/L/-L2L _ 2LL^ 
1 2 4 

IT 3 2L 

= f2.)2 COSQ I" c~7.ri/T.f:osfl{ ~d2L _ 
VL' d L 2cos2fl 

dL2 

2cos20 2COS0 4 
e») + £] 

_ cos0 _ 2r e-2r/cos0 _ 2e~2r/cos0 
r cos0 

cos0 e-2r/cos0 

where r = d/L. (33) 

By substituting Eqs. (32) and (33) in Eq. (31): 

= 1 _y^°(l + e"2r//cos0 + cos9c-2r/cos0 _ cos0x dQ 

20o -0O r r 

e° 

= ! + -i- / (e-2r/oos9 + ^os8e-2r/cosS _ C£se, d0 _ (34) 

2Bo _o r r 
yo 



Since P = 1 - q, then the probability of detection, P, is given by 

ability of detection, P, as a function of r and 0O. Direct integration 

of Eq. (35) is not possible, so a numerical integration technique (Simp

son's rule) was applied. A computer program (Appendix A) was written in 

FORTRAN IV and run on the CDC 6400 computer at The University of 

Arizona to carry out the numerical integration and then to calculate the 

values of P. The input parameters for the program were: 

1. Expected length, L, and survey line spacing, d, entered the 

program as the parameter r, where r = d/L. The parameter r 

was allowed to vary from 0.1 to 3.0. 

2. The most probable orientation of the target in relation to the 

survey-line direction, 0O, was allowed to vary from 0 to 90 

degrees. 

3. The interval (O,0o) was divided into a maximum of 2^ sub-

intervals . 

4. The maximum error between two successive iterations was 

taken to be 0.0001. 

The probability of detection, P, was then calculated for the two equa

tions, (28) and (35), and the calculated values printed as an output, 

which is shown in Table 1. An examination of these tables indicates: 

20° -0O 
r 20o -SQ 

2r/cos0 sin0o (35) 

The result given in Eq. (35) represents the model for the prob-



Table 1, Probability of Detection (P) 

P 

r 0 = qo 0=10° 9 = 20° 9=30° 0 = 40° 0=50° 

0 .1 0.99397 0.99609 0.99588 0.99549 0.99487 0.99388 
.2 .97800 .97885 .97820 .97701 .97509 .97205 
.3 .95533 .95533 .95409 .95183 .94821 .94255 
.4 .92738 .92712 .92522 .92179 .91634 .90795 
.5 .89636 .89581 .89324 .88864 .88140 .87042 

.6 .86348 .86265 .85945 .85375 .84485 .83157 

.7 .82969 .82862 .82485 .81815 .80780 .79255 

.8 .79573 .79446 .79018 .78261 .77102 .75417 

.9 .76215 .76070 .75599 .74769 .73508 .71697 
1 .0 .72933 .72774 .72266 .71377 .70035 .68131 

1 .1 .69756 .69586 .89048 .68111 .66708 .64739 
1 .2 .66702 .66523 .65962 .64989 .63542 .61533 
1 .3 .63782 .63597 .63019 .62020 .60545 .58515 
1 .4 .61004 .60813 .60224 .59208 .57717 .55684 
1 .5 .58369 .58175 .57578 .56553 .55058 .53036 

1 .6 .55877 .55680 .55080 .54053 .52562 .50561 
1 .7 .53523 .53237 .52726 .51702 .50223 .48253 
1 .8 .51305 .51109 .50511 .49495 .48034 .46100 
1 .9 .49217 .49022 .48429 .47425 .45986 .44093 
2 .0 .47253 .47060 .46474 .45483 .44071 .42222 

2 .1 .45054 .45215 .44637 .43663 .42280 .40477 
2 .2 .43669 .43481 .42913 .41957 .40604 .38850 
2 .3 .42036 .41851 .41294 .40358 .39037 .37330 
2 .4 .40500 .40320 .39773 .38857 .37569 .35910 
2 .5 .39057 .38879 .38344 .37449 .36193 .34582 

2 .6 .37698 .37524 .37001 .36127 .34904 .33338 
2 .7 .36418 .36248 .35737 .34884 .33693 .32173 
2 .8 .35212 .35046 .34547 .33716 .32556 .31080 
2 .9 .34076 .33913 .33426 .32615 .31487 .30053 
3 .0 .33003 .32844 .32369 .31579 .30480 .29087 



Table 1. Probability of Detection (P) —Continued 

P 

r 

0
 

o
 

II C
D

 0= 70° 6 = 80° 9 = 90° 

0 .1 0.99224 0.98914 0.98133 0.93842 
.2 .96703 .95789 .93759 .87693 
.3 .93346 .91773 .88670 .81940 
.4 .89483 .87318 .83455 .76575 
.5 .85367 .82724 .78382 .71600 

.6 .81178 .78174 .73570 .67006 

.7 .77033 .73779 .69068 .62774 

.8 .73011 .69598 .64886 .58885 

.9 .69160 .65664 .61020 .5531.5 
1 .0 .65509 .61986 .57456 .52039 

1 .1 .62071 .58565 .54175 .49035 
1 .2 .58849 .55392 .51157 .46279 
1 .3 .55841 .52455 .48382 .43750 
1 .4 .53039 .49739 .45829 .41427 
1 .5 .50433 .47229 .434 79 .39293 

1 .6 .48012 .44910 .41315 .37329 
1 .7 .45764 .42766 .39320 .35520 
1 .8 .43677 .40782 .37479 .33852 
1 .9 .41738 .38946 .35778 .32312 
2 .0 .39937 .37245 .34205 .30888 

2 .1 .38262 .35666 .32747 .29569 
2 .2 .36704 .34200 .31394 .28345 
2 .3 .35252 .32837 .30137 .27209 
2 .4 .33897 .31567 .28967 .26152 
2 .5 .32633 .30383 .27878 .25167 

2 .6 .31451 .29277 .26860 .24248 
2 .7 .30345 .28243 .25909 .23389 
2 .8 .29308 .27275 .25019 .22588 
2 .9 .28335 .26366 .24185 .21831 
3 .0 .27421 .25513 .23401 .21124 
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1. The probability of detection, P, is decreased as r is increased. 

This means that the likelihood of detecting a target in the 

search area is inversely proportional to the survey line spacing. 

2. With a fixed value of r, the probability of detection is de

creased with an increase of 0O. This indicates in a quantitative 

manner the desirability of having the survey lines perpendicular 

to the probable direction of the expected targets in the search 

area. 

The significance of Table 1 is that, if the size and orientation 

of an existing or hypothetical target are given, the probability of detect

ing such a target with a known grid of parallel geophysical survey lines 

can be easily determined. It is also worthwhile to mention that this pro

gram for the probability of detection may be used to simulate search in 

any field where airborne or ground geophysical survey is being used. 

The Expected Profit 

In mineral exploration, success depends to a certain extent on 

the amount of effort expended on each exploration activity. Since such 

effort depends in turn on the natural state of the selected area, which is 

incompletely known, the success of the exploration venture can be esti

mated in terms of the expected profit. Allais (195 7) used this approach 

to evaluate the profit to be expected from exploration of the Algerian 

Sahara. 

Referring back to Eq. (15), the value of the expected profit 

depends on two factors: 



1. The probability density functions for the occurrence of ore de

posits and their values in the search area. 

2. The strategy used for each exploration activity. 

In fact, by changing the exploration strategy, the expected profit may 

be increased or decreased. It is therefore necessary to determine the 

optimum strategy that will maximize the expected profit of the geo

physical survey. However, since there is a greater probability of detect

ing the target with smaller line spacing, the optimum decision is to 

choose an appropriate spacing that corresponds to the maximum expected 

profit. This main object may be determined by differentiating both sides 

of Eq. (15) with respect to r and then setting the first derivative of the 

expected profit equal to zero. According to this, Eq. (15) can be written 

as 

and 

-£LE(G) = E(N)V^ - (36) 
dr dr dr 

0 = E(N) V-^ - ̂  
dr dr 

0 = E(N) V - -i- (1 wc)  
dr dr d 

Since d = rL, then 

O - B W v f  

0 = E(N) V# + i_w.c 
dr Lr2 

"f2dr = lwc/E(N) LV • (37) 
dP 
dr 

Solving this equation will give the value of r corresponding to the 



maximum expected profit. Since r defines the line spacing in relation to 

the average length of an expected targets in the search area, the opti

mum line spacing can be determined. 

However, to solve Eq. (3 7) it is necessary to find the value of 

the first derivative of P with respect to r. By using the function P as de

fined in Eq. (28) and (35), the maximum expected profit can be examined 

for two cases. 

Case I. Random Length and Known Orientation. 

P = l/r(l-e-2r) - e~2r. 

Differentiating with respect to r gives 

= - 1 + e"2r(4r + -2-+ 2) 
dr rL xl r 

or 

-r2dP = i _ e
-2r(l - 2r(l + r)). 

dr 

Substituting in Eq. (3 7) gives 

— lw_g_ = 1 - e~2r(l - 2r(l + r)). (38) 
E (N) L V 

By solving this equation, it is possible to determine the geophysical 

exploration strategy, value of r, that will give a maximum expected 

profit. 

Case II: Random Length and Orientation. 

p = _1_ [ sin 6n _ %°n + cos8)e-2r/cos9dei _ 
9o L r J r j 

Differentiating with respect to r gives 

e 
dP = 

dr 0 
1_ r - Sin9p + /-°(__2_ cosQ + 2 \ e~2r/cos0 
o L r2 g cos9 r2 r J 

or 



"r2dr ="§o[sin0° " f*("^0 + cos0+2r)e-2r/cos6de] . 
o 

Substituting in Eq. (37), 

g 
lwiL =J^rsin80- /(-^r + cos8+2r) e~2r/cos9del . (39) 

E(N) L V 6o L vcos0 J 

This equation indicates the conditions that determine the optimum explor

ation strategy that will give a maximum expected profit. Indeed,it is 

necessary to find the value of r that satisfies the above equation. It is 

obvious that to find such a value, it is necessary to evaluate the inte

gration of the right side of this equation. Direct integration is not easy, 

so a computer program similar to the one in Appendix A can be used to 

give an approximate answer. 

By using the above differentiation technique, it is possible to 

calculate the value of the variable d which will optimize the expected 

profit. In fact, this would give an approximate answer to our main ob

ject. Thus, instead of differentiating, it is preferable to calculate the 

effect of changing the values of the variables of Eq. (15) upon the value 

of the expected profit. Then, from the tabulated values, the optimum 

pattern of the geophysical survey can be determined. 

Application of the Constructed Model to 
Petroleum Exploration in the Rub al Khali 

Basin, Saudi Arabia 

An application of the model to a specific exploration problem is 

necessary for obtaining some idea about what the model would predict. 

The field of petroleum exploration is proposed as a good test for the 

model. This requires an investigation to find (1) the distribution of the 
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probability of occurrence and (2) the value of oil fields in a well-

explored region. The Arabian Gulf Basin is chosen as the area because it 

is a well-explored region with an extensive production history. 

The geological setting of the Arabian Gulf Basin indicates that 

sedimentary rocks, ranging in age from Cambrian to Quaternary, reach a 

maximum thickness in Iran along the eastern shore of the gulf, where 

they are about 13,120 meters (about 40,000 feet) thick. Further inland 

in Iran, the sedimentary rocks become quite thin, and in central Iran, 

they are locally absent. On the other side, along the western coast of 

the gulf, in Arabia, sedimentary rocks of age, ranging from Cambrian to 

Tertiary, thicken and dip southward into the Rub al Khali basin. 

The Rub al Khali is a large structural basin bordered by the 

Arabian Shield and the Yemenese highlands to the west, the Hadramut 

plateau on the south, and the Oman Mountains to the east. The basin 

opens into the Arabian Gulf geosyncline at its northern extension, and it 

is in this portion that some of the major oil fields are found. 

The decision to explore the southern part of the Rub al Khaii is 

based on the hypothesis that the sedimentary rocks there could be a con

tinuation of the sedimentary rocks in the north. Thus, it is reasonable 

to assume that the Rub al Khali region may be underlain by an enormous 

basin filled with marine sedimentary rocks in which oil deposits may 

occur. This assumption means that the probability is not 100 percent 

against the occurrence of oil deposits in the Rub al Khali basin. It is 

believed that it is only a matter of time before economical oil fields are 

discovered in this basin. Naturally, the number of oil fields and their 

sizes that may exist in the Rub al Khali basin are subject to great 
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uncertainty. Therefore, one of the main objects of this study is to de

fine such uncertainty by a probability distribution which must be derived 

from a nearby well-explored area, such as the Arabian Gulf Basin. 

To achieve this goal, realistic data were gathered from an area 

about 460,335 square miles in the Arabian Gulf Basin (Fig. 6). First, an 

effort was made to determine the spatial distribution of oil fields by test

ing the Poisson and negative binomial distributions. To find which one of 

these two is applicable to the study area to be explored, a random grid 

of 15x 15-mile squares was placed over the control area (Fig. 6). The 

parameters of the Poisson and negative binomial distributions and the 

number of grid areas containing 0,1,2,3,. . . oil fields were determined. 

For such analysis, the procedure of calculation was based upon counting 

each oil field once in relationship to a point described as the center of 

gravity of its surface projection. The results are given in Table 2. It is 

well known that the variance is equal to the mean in a Poisson model but 

generally exceeds the mean in the negative binomial model. In Table 2 

this excess is quite evident. Table 2 also shows the difference between 

the observed and theoretical frequencies calculated from a Poisson model, 

while on the other hand, it shows a good degree of fit with those calcu

lated from a negative binomial model. On the basis of these findings, it 

is concluded that the spatial distribution of the oil fields in the Arabian 

Gulf Basin does not fit the Poisson model but follows the negative bino

mial distribution quite closely. 

Many workers use the Lognormal model whenever a distribution 

is needed to describe the size of petroleum or ore deposits; in particular, 

the work of Kaufman (1963) is significant. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
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X Oil Field 

/ Political boundary 

Figure 6. Index Map of the Arabian Gulf and Nearby Countries 
Showing the Control Area—After Arabian American Oil Company (1968, 
p. 96) 
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Table 2. Spatial Distribution of Oil Fields in Arabian Gulf Basin 

Number of Grids 
Number of Oil 

Fields per Grid 
Square (15 x 15 Expected Poisson Expected Negative 

miles) Observed Frequency Binomial Frequency 

0 628 620.431 627.792 

1 58 71.313 58.427 

2 8 4.098 8.279 

3 2 0.157 1.307 

4 0 0.005 0.217 

5 0 0.0 .037 

6 0 0.0 .006 

7 0 0.0 .001 

£8 0 0.0 .0 

696 696.004 696.066 

Mean, x = 0.114942. 

Variance, 2^2 = 0.14196. 

Parameters of negative binomial distribution: c = 0.489 
k = 4.25427. 
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consider this model as the choice for describing the frequency distribu

tion of the reserves of the oil fields in the Arabian Gulf Basin. Appendix 

B shows the statistics for the reserves of 27 oil fields as given by 

Mason, Moore, and Hasson (1973). The values of the parameters as 

calculated from this sample are given by: 

median = 537 x 10® barrels, 

standard deviation (in logarithms) = 1.2996, 

mean = 1,250 x 10® barrels, and 

mode = 100 x 10® barrels. 

For an actual exploration program, the question arises concerning the 

expected size of the discovery. By definition, the most probable value 

is the mode. Therefore, if an oil field is discovered in the study area, 

the most likely value for its size would be 100 x 10® barrels, while the 

value of 1,250 x 10® barrels represents its upper limit with a small 

probability of occurrence. 

Finally, it is needed to estimate the parameters of the prob

ability of detection. This requires the collection of data concerning the 

length of the oil fields in the Arabian Gulf Basin. These data were gath

ered by measuring the length of the largest ellipse that would fit within 

the boundaries of the surface projection of each oil field in the basin. 

Appendix C is a .list of the names of the oil fields that appear in Figure 6 

with their long axes measured in miles. The calculated expected value 

for their long dimension, L, is 16.183 miles. 

With this basis, an effort was then directed to determine the 

optimum pattern for a seismic reflection survey over an unexplored area 

of 120,000 square miles in the Rub al Khali basin (Fig. 7). The 
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recommended approach in searching this selected area is defined in 

terms of finding that pattern of geophysical survey which gives a maxi

mum expected profit. In computing the profit expected to be gained from 

conducting the seismic survey, a few assumptions were made in order to 

keep the ultimate result from being too complex and within a reasonable 

order of magnitude. 

Costs of the seismic survey were obtained through consultation 

with several exploration geophysicists. For example, J. W. Cooksley, 

Jr. (oral commun., 1973) estimated that the cost per line mile in unex

plored areas is in the range of $2, 500 to $3,000. A cost of $3,000 per 

line mile was used to calculated the cost of the geophysical survey in 

the study area. 

To assign a monetary value to the reserves of an oil field, an 

estimate of $5 was considered the market value of one barrel of crude oil. 

It was also assumed that the parallel survey lines were aligned in such a 

way that the direction of the possible oil fields in the study area may 

vary between 30 degrees in relation to a line perpendicular to the survey 

line s. 

Using Eq. (15), calculations of the expected profit were made 

for different values of survey line spacing d, keeping the remainder of 

the parameters at the values already assigned. Table 3 shows the re

sults obtained for such calculations. From this table, it can be seen 

that optimum line spacing is about three miles with an expected return 

of $10,669 x 10^. According to the general exploration model (Eq. 11), 

it is evident that from this return drilling and production costs must be 

subtracted. Usually, it is difficult to determine a single value for such 
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Table 3. Summary of Simulations for Petroleum Exploration Program in 
the Rub al Kahli Basin 

Expected Geophysical Expected 
d = rL Value Exploration Costs Profit 

r (miles) ($ x 106) ($ x 106) ($ x 106)  

0.01 0.1614 11,034.32 2,230.73 1 079.56 
0.02 .3228 11,028.80 1,115.36 2 193.28 
0.03 .4841 11,023.29 743.58 2 563.41 
0.04 .6955 11,017.77 557.68 0 

u 747.65 
0.05 .8069 11,012.25 446.15 2 857.52 

0.06 .9683 11,006.74 371.79 2 930.24 
0.07 1.1297 11,001.22 318.68 2 981.69 
0.08 1.2911 10,995.70 278.84 3 019.87 
0.09 1.4524 10,990.18 247.86 3 049.19 
0.10 1.6138 10,984.67 223.07 3 072.33 

0.20 3.2276 10,780.75 111.54 3 122.68 
0.30 4.8415 10,502.90 74.36 3 076.51 
0.40 6.4552 10,171.43 55.77 2 995.66 
0.50 8.0691 9,805.64 44.61 2 897.08 

0.60 9.6829 9,420.65 37.18 2 789.02 
0.70 11.2968 9.027.82 31.87 2 676.48 
0.80 12.9106 8,635.66 27.88 2 562.82 
0.90 14.5244 8,250.33 24.78 2 450.51 
1.00 16.1382 7,876.05 22.31 2 340.51 

1.10 17.7521 7,515.66 20.28 2 234.42 
1.20 19.3659 7,171.17 18.59 2 132.76 
1.30 20.9797 6,843.55 17.16 2 035.90 
1.40 22.5935 6,533.2 7 15.93 1 944.05 
1.50 24.2074 6,240.30 14.87 1 857.22 

1.60 25.8212 5,964.44 13.94 1 775.40 
1.70 27.4350 5,705.02 13.12 1 698.38 
1.80 29.0488 5,461.49 12.39 1 626.06 
1.90 30.2765 5,233.08 11.74 1 558.18 
2.00 32.2765 5,018.79 11.15 1 494.49 

Fixed parameters: N = 192 
0 = 30° 
L = 16 .13824 miles 
c = $3,000 per line mile 
Drilling and production costs = (0. 7) (expected 

value) 
where N = number of grids in study area 

d = survey line spacing in miles 

L = expected length in miles. 
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costs, since the number of drill holes needed cannot be known in ad

vance . All that is known is that for every dollar earned from the sale of 

the produced oil, a fraction of this dollar must be paid for drilling and 

production costs. For the selected area, an estimate for this fraction 

was assumed to be 70 percent, which is to say that 70 percent of the 

value of the discovered oil will pay for drilling and production costs. 

Assuming that the above analysis conforms reasonably well 

with experience, some conclusions can be drawn from the work accom

plished so far. In the study area of the Rub al Khali basin, a geophys

ical exploration program using a ground seismic survey would have a 

maximum expected profit of $3,123 x 10® at a line spacing of about three 

miles. Similar analyses using 50, 60, 80, and 90 percent of the ex

pected value for drilling and production costs show that a line spacing 

of about three miles would give maximum expected profits of $5, 279 x 

106, $4, 200 x 10^, $2,045 x 10^, and $967 x 10®, respectively. 

In light of these results, exploration in the selected area of 

the Rub al Khali basin appears to be attractive. Therefore, it would be 

reasonable to invest the roughly $110 x 10^ required for conducting a 

ground seismic survey along parallel lines with a line spacing of about 

three miles. This figure of $110 x 10^ is not out of line with expendi

tures on exploration in many other areas and is close to that suggested 

by Allais (1957). 



CHAPTER 5 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DETERMINING 
THE OPTIMUM PATTERN OF DRILLING 

A GEOPHYSICAL ANOMALY 

Once the area of interest is selected after completing the de

tailed geophysical survey, the most important decision will be "to drill" 

or "not to drill." The decision "to drill" would take place if the search 

area is already defined as favorable to a certain type of mineralization. 

The confirmed geophysical anomalies give only a first clue that the 

probability of occurrence of a particular ore deposit in the search area 

is larger than zero; evidence for its actual existence is still not clear. 

Drilling of exploratory holes is the only exploration activity that can 

reveal whether the anomaly of interest is from a valuable mineral or from 

some associated earth materials having no economic value. 

If it is decided to concentrate the search effort of drilling where 

the target is most likely to be located, then decisions on the location, 

spacing, and depth of holes have to be made. A mathematical approach 

is used to determine the optimum pattern of drilling a geophysical anom

aly. In particular, a mathematical model is constructed to determine by 

methods of operations research, the optimum site and depth of the first 

drill hole and then the optimum location and depth of succeeding holes. 

Since the information provided by drilling alters in some way the prior 

probability distributions of certain random variables, attention is 

focused on the changes that result in a new estimate for the probability 
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distributions as drilling goes on and their effect on the allocation de

cisions relating to where and how deep the next hole should be. With

in the framework of such analysis, Bayes's theorem is used to update 

the probability density functions assigned for the random variables. 

Location of the First Hole 

The location of the first hole is usually selected either at 

random or on the basis of personal judgment based on past experience. 

Unfortunately, published case histories usually report instances in 

which geophysical surveys have been successful without mentioning any 

quantitative justification for the procedure of choosing subsequent drill

ing locations. Therefore, an increase in the effectiveness of a geophys

ical exploration system requires an extensive research to define the 

distribution of the distance from the site of the first drill hole to a fixed 

point in the anomaly and at the same time to quantify the planning pro

cedure for selecting locations of succeeding holes. In fact, this is one 

of the responsibilities of the mining and oil companies. 

To handle this critical problem in a simple way, it is assumed 

that the center of the geophysical anomaly is most likely to be the cen

ter of a possible ore deposit. This point is also made the origin of a 

coordinate system and the location of the first drill hole. In practice, 

drilling at this point may result either in success or in failure. Even 

with a successful outcome, it is not certain whether this point coin

cides with the center of the deposit. Since this uncertainty is difficult 

to measure quantitatively, it is useful to think of it by constructing a 

reasonable model to describe the distribution of the center of the deposit 
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about a selected point. According to this assumption, the double ex

ponential model is the best model that can be used to describe the prior 

probability distribution of the center of a possible ore deposit about the 

center of a geophysical anomaly. As a consequence of this considera

tion, the prior density function of the random variable R is given by 

fQ(r) = J-e-'/h, if r>0 

= -Ler/b, if r< 0. (40) 
D 

where r = distance from origin to center of deposit, as shown in 

Figure 8, and 

b = expected value of the random variable R. 

From this, the probability of occurrence of the center of the ore deposit 

in the interval (0 ,r) is given by 

Fc(r) = P(R^r) = 1 - e~Vb. 

plane z = 0 
(0x0} 

Figure 8. A Possible Position of an Ore Body 



Depth of the First Hole 

The treatment to the problem of the optimum depth of the first 

hole follows that of Marshall (1964). Before attempting to determine the 

optimum depth of any hole, a decision on a drilling strategy should be 

made. First, an estimate of the depth to the upper surface of the ore 

deposit, possibly associated with the detected anomaly, is calculated 

by using conventional geophysical formulas. If the deposit does indeed 

exist, it may be discovered at or somewhere above the calculated depth 

y. To be on the safe side, the following assumptions are made: (1) if 

ore is found before y is reached, then drilling is continued to the lower 

surface of the orebody and (2) if no ore is found, drilling has to stop at 

y. Then, a solution concerning the optimum value of y is obtained such 

that it maximizes profit. Within the framework of this solution, the 

estimated value of possible ore in any hole and its drilling costs are 

considered as a function of depth to its upper surface. The drilling cost 

is taken as equal to a fixed set-up cost plus a linear cost per foot 

drilled. Thus, 

C(t) = Aq + Dy, 

= Ao + D(s + t) 

where C(t) - total drilling cost 

if t> y 

if t<y. 

Aq = fixed set-up cost 

D = linear drilling cost/foot 

t = depth to top of deposit below the surface 

s = vertical thickness of the ore body, 

while the estimated value, V(t), is given by 
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V(t) =0 if t >y 

= kQs if t^y, 

where kQ = prior estimate of gross value of ore per foot, if found in the 

drill hole. 

Next, to develop an expression for expected profit, it is also 

found helpful to define profit as a function of the random variable t. In 

general terms, profit is defined as 

profit = value - cost. 

The expression for each of these terms varies as different ranges of t 

are considered. For example, 

profit = kQs - (AQ + D(s + t)) if t^ y 

or 
profit = 0 - (AQ + Dy) if t > y. 

Therefore, the total profit equation may be viewed as a sum of functions 

of the random variable t. Mathematically, the expected value of a sum 

is simply the sum of expected values, and the expected value of a con

tinuous random variable, such as x, is given by 

E(x) = T xf(x)dx. 
-co 

Hence, the expected profit E(G), as a function of y, can be written as 

E [G(y)] = ^ (kQs - A0 - Ds - Dt) f(t) dt + f -(A0 + Dy) f(t) dt 

= (kQs - Aq - Ds) J f(t) dt - D^ t f(t) dt - A0y f(t) dt 

-DyJ°mdt. (41) 
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Since 
F(y) = jT f(t)dt 

o 

- T Yr and F(y) = J f(t) dt = 1 - J f(t) dt. and 
o 

the above equation gives 

_ y 
E [G(y)] = (kQ - D) sF(y) - Ao[F(y) + F(y)] - D/tf(t) dt 

o 

- DyF(y) 

= (kQ - D) s F(y) - AD - DJf t f(t) dt - Dy F(y). (42) 
y 

o 

The Optimum Solution 

The decision variable in Eq. (42) is the depth quantity y. To 

maximize the expected profit, the usual methods of calculus have to be 

used. In this model, one is faced with taking the derivative under an 

integral sign. Recalling that if a function F(z) is of the form 

a 

the first derivative of F(z) is given by 

(43) 

and applying Eq. (43) to Eq. (42) gives 

= (ko " D) s f(y) - o - D(o + y - o) - D[Ji(t) dt + o - y] 

= (k0 - D) sf(y) - DF(y). (44) 
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The optimal value of y is obtained by setting the first derivative of 

E[G(y)] equal to zero. Thus 

d*dy(y)] = (k0 - D)sf(y) - DF(y) = 0 

Therefore, the optimal depth y is selected such that 

F(y) = (ko ~ p) s f(y). (45) 
D 

Eq. (44) gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for establishing 

the optimal depth solution. The sufficient condition for the expected 

profit to be a maximum requires the value of y for which 

F(y) > (ko ~ D) sf(y) 
D 

or by differentiation 

- f(y) > (ko ~ D) s f' (y). (46) 
D 

Thus, a maximum expected profit is obtained under the condition 

f$)< -f'(y) (k° ~ D) s. (47) 
D 

It is worthwhile to mention that y represents only an initial estimate for 

the depth to which the drilling is to go if no ore is found before the as

signed depth y is reached. As more information becomes available y 

could be changed. 

Numerical Example. 

Given: A geophysical anomaly is detected in the search area. 

Based on the analysis of the geophysical data and past experience, it is 

assumed that the probability of finding ore under the center of the anom

aly is 0.80. 



Problem: Find the optimum drilling depth y that maximizes the 

expected profit E(G). 

Solution: To solve this problem, it is necessary to estimate 

f(y|0) from which we can determine the density function of the variable 

y. The density function f(y|0) has a useful probabilistic interpretation; 

namely, f(y|0)dy represents the conditional probability that an ore de

posit of depth y under the origin will be found in the drill interval 

[y,y+dy] . In fact, given that an ore body exists under the origin, the 

deeper the drilling at this point without finding the ore body, the more 

likely it is that it be found in the next small interval. This concept is 

widely used in reliability theory (Barlow and Proschan, 1964). 

Applying this concept, it is reasonable to assume that f(y|0) 

is a failure rate function defined by 

f (y I o) = Jixl (48) 
F(y) 

where 

£ F(y) = J f (x) dx , and 
o 

F(y) = 1 - F(y). 

The density function f(y)O) has an increasing failure rate, which means 

the conditional probability of finding ore under the origin given the event 

of nondetection to depth y is increasing in y. Many density functions 

have this property. For example, the gamma distribution has a constant 

failure rate for the parameter c( = 1 and an increasing failure rate for 

of<l. For the case at hand, the gamma distribution is the most likely 

among the typical continuous failure distribution for describing f(y|0). 
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Thus , 
f(y|°) = ~Jtve~ • 

If it is assumed that the mean depth to the top of the expected ore body 

is 400 feet, the Eq. (47) becomes 

^ l ° ) = W y e " y / 2 0 ° -

Since f(y) = f(y|0)f(0), it follows 

f (y) = 1 ye~y /200; 
50,000 

therefore, 

F (y) = J" te~ t / /200 dt yy) 50,000 at 

and 

A. -_l_ve-y/200 - J_ e-y/200 
5 250 y 5 

F(y) = J-+-J_ye-y/200 + 4e-y/200 t  
5 250 5 

The figures needed for the other parameters in Eq. (45) are not available 

in a reliable form. Therefore, as an approximation, let 

D = $5/foot 

ko = $5 5/foot 

s = 100 feet. 

Introducing these values into Eq. (45) gives 

e~y/200 = 25 
2y- 100 ' 

From a graphical solution to this equation, y is found to be 825 feet. 

Therefore, to maximize the expected profit, the optimal depth of the first 

hole has to be 825 feet. If this depth is chosen, the probability of 
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finding ore, given its existence under the location of the first hole, 

would be 

F (82 510) = 0.917. 

Location of the Second Hole 

The position and depth of the next hole depend on the outcome 

of the first drill hole. Accordingly, two cases are treated separately 

below. 

Case I: No Ore Is Found in the First Hole. In the previous 

section, it was assumed that the prior distribution of the center of the 

ore deposit follows the double exponential model. Thus, it is most 

likely to find ore under the origin. But this assumption is now con

trary to fact, since no ore was found in the first hole; therefore, the 

prior distribution of the center, fo(r), has to be revised in light of the 

this information. Bayes's theorem is used in the following manner to 

obtain the new distribution. The following symbols are defined as: 

f(r) = P (center of ore deposit is in (r,r+dr))| no ore at the origin) 

fo(r) = P (the center is in (r,r+dr)) 

F0(r) = P (no ore at the origin| the center is in (r,r+dr)). 

Then, by using Bayes's theorem, the new density function for the center 

of the ore body is given by 

f(r) = f°<r*> F°(A . (50) 

Fo(r) 
—CO 

A graph of this density function and fo(r) is given in Figure 9. Having 

the density function f(r), the probability that there is ore under a point 

at distance x from the origin can then be obtained in the following way. 
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\foCr) 

\^\f(r) 

0 + r 

Figure 9. The Prior and Posterior Functions for the Variable r 

In geometric terms, the conditions for finding ore under the 

point x are given by the following inequalities: 

L > u - x ) 
) if the center is on the right side of point x 

u > x ) 

L > x - u ) 
) if the center is on the left side of point x 

0< u < x) 

Therefore, the probability of the event described by these inequalities is 

given by 

P(ore under point x) = g(x) 

x 

/ 

X 

~o 

A ^ J F(x-u) f(u) du + £F(u-x) f(u) du 

= /V(x"u)/bf(u) du+ /^~(u ~ x)/b f(u) du> 

O X 
(51) 

The optimum value of the variable x is then found by setting the first 



derivative of g(x) equal to zero. Thus, 

0 =  / a e - ( * - u ) / b f ( u ) d u + 1 _ 0  

o "X 

< T % e - ( u - x ) / b  
+ J f(u) du + 0 - 1 , 

x 

0 = Ai_ e~(x" u)/^f(u) du + A e-(u"x)/bf(u) du, 
o b x b 

x » 
f(x - u) f(u) du - ̂ f f (u - x) f (u) du. 

x 

Hence, it follows that the optimum distance to the next hole x must 

satisfy 

X oo 

^f(x - u) f(u) du = f(u -x) f(u) du. (52) 
o x 

With regard to the depth of the second hole at point x, if the 

information obtained from the first hole indicates no revision is neces

sary, the optimum depth y is unchanged. Otherwise, the prior density 

function of the variable t must be revised and the previous analysis 

repeated to find the optimal depth of the second hole. 

If no ore is found in this hole, the whole analysis has to be re 

peated to locate the third hole and so on until drilling is terminated or 

ore is found. 

Case II: Ore Is Found in the First Hole. If an ore deposit is 

found in the first hole, it is still not known whether this hole passed 

through the center of the deposit. Therefore, a distribution of the 

0V 



distance to the end of the ore body from the origin must be defined. Let 

z represent such a distance with a density function f(z). Again, mathe

matical analysis has to be used to determine the optimum depth and dis

tance of the next hole. To simplify the model for this case, it is 

assumed that depth y is selected independently of the distance x; it is 

taken to be t + s. 

In this case, the probability of finding ore in the second hole 

depends on the value of z with respect to the distance x. Thus, if z is 

greater than x, the second hole will hit the ore. Therefore, on the basis 

of the interrelation between the two variables z and x, 

drilling cost = Dy if z< x 

= D(s + t) if z>x 

and 

possible value = 0 if z< x 

= ksx if z>x 

where k is the value per unit area of an assumed ore body existing 

between the two holes. 

Consequently, profit is given by 

profit = 0 - Dy if z<x 

= ksx - D(s + t) if z>x. 

Utilizing the mathematical rule for the expected value of a random vari

able, the expected profit E(G), as a function of x, can be written as: 

E [G(x)] = _y^(-Dy) f(z) dz + ^/[ksx - D(s + t)]f(z) dz 
o x 

= -Dy F(x) + k sxF(x) - D(s + t) F(x). (53) 



The optimal value of x is then obtained by equating the first derivative 

of E[G(x)] to zero. Thus, 

dE = -Dy f(x) + ksF(x) - ksx f(x) + D(s + t) f(x) 
Jx 

= 0. 

Therefore, the optimal distance x has to satisfy the following equation 

f(x) ks 
: - Ds - Dt 

(54) 

F(x) Dy + k s x - Ds - Dt 

1 
(D/k s) (y - s - t) + x 

If the depth y is taken to be the same depth as in the first hole, 

the above equation can be written 

Jfo) = J_ (55) 
F(x) x 

On the other hand, if y is determined to be greater than the depth of the 

first hole, this decision would have very little effect on the optimal 

valuex, so Eq. (55) can be used without significant error. 

If ore is found in the second hole, the previous analysis has to 

be repeated to locate the third hole and so on, ending with a no-ore 

hole. If the distance between the last two holes is large, it will be 

necessary to drill between them in order to obtain an accurate estimate 

of the size of the ore body. For this hole, the present analysis can be 

used again to determine the optimal distance x from the last ore hole. 

In summary, the previous mathematical analysis gives the op

timal drilling pattern along the major axis of the geophysical anomaly 

whose center is the origin of the coordinate system. It is possible to 

repeat the same analysis along other parallel planes some distance 
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apart. To avoid unnecessary complications, this distance may be taken 

as equal to x or to any other reasonable estimated value. If the drilling 

activity is conducted on the basis of this analysis, the natural state of 

the geophysical anomaly can be determined and if an ore body does in

deed exist, its size can be estimated. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions summarize the results of this re-

Planning a mineral exploration program is a complex probabi

listic problem. Some aspects of calculus, geometry, proba

bility functions, and economics are involved. These, as well 

as the target attributes, are random variables, so the entire 

process of exploration is probabilistic. 

The negative binomial distribution is found suitable for describe 

ing the areal distribution of ore deposits. This relationship 

combined with the Lognormal distribution for ore deposit values 

in already explored areas is basic in estimating the expected 

profit from an exploration program in an unexplored area covered 

by overburden. 

The probability of detection, as obtained from the calculated 

tables, gives an objective estimate of the reliability of a geo

physical survey conducted at a given line spacing. 

The optimum manner of exploration is to concentrate the search 

effort where a possible target is most likely to be located. In 

fact, by constructing the exploration program sequentially, it 

should be possible to outline the set of most favorable 
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locations where drilling may have the greatest likelihood of 

discovery. 

5. A mathematical approach provides the needed framework for a 

sequential planning of exploration activities on a quantitative 

basis and for determining the optimum exploration strategy. 

Mathematical models built from historical data can be helpful 

in expressing in a quantitative way the relative importance of 

all parameters affecting the success of an exploration program 

and in indicating how to combine these parameters to maximize 

the objective function. 

It is suggested that further work be focused on statistical 

studies of historical data to estimate the probability of geophysical 

anomalies being productive. A related effort has to deal with collecting 

statistics concerning how close the centers of already discovered ore de

posits lie to the centers of the detected geophysical anomalies and then 

to estimate the type of probability distribution most suitable for describ

ing these findings. 



APPENDIX A 

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE 

PROBABILITY OF DETECTING A BURIED TARGET 
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PROGRAM LENA (IN PUT,OUTPUTvTAPEl-= INPUT ,T APE 2 = OUTPUT} 
C 
C PROGRAM TO DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY OF DETECTING 
C A TARGET GIVEN THAT ITS EXISTENCE IN THE SEARCH REGION 
C WOULD CAUSE A GEOPHYSICAL ANOMALY 
C 
C DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETERS 
C 
C R IS THE RATIO BETWEEN S AND L * WHERE S IS THE SEPARATED 
C DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PARALLEL SURVEY LINES AND L IS THE 
C EXPECTED LENGTH OF THE TARGET 
C THETA IS THE ANGLE 3ETWEEN THE ORIENTATION OF THE SURVEY 
C LINE ANO THE MOST PROBABLE DIRECTION OF THE TARGET 
C D IS THE MAXIMUM ERROR WHICH IS TOLERATED DURING 
C THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 

DIMENSION R(50),T(ia),A«50,iOJ,B(5a,iO),P(50,10) 
DATA Z ,RAO/O. ,C.017U5329/ 
READ(1,10 0)RI,THETI,RL,THETL,DELR,DELTHET,D 

100 FORMAT(5F1G.2,F10.5> 
R(1)=RI 
T(1)=THETI*RAD 
RN=((RL-RI)/DELR)+1.1 
N=IFIX{RN) 
WRITE(2» 3 00 ) N 

300 FORMAT(///,5X,12) 
M=(CTHETL-THETI)/DELTHET)+1.G 
DO 5 1=2,N 

5 R(I)=R (I-1 > fOELR 
DO 10 1= 21 M 

10 T(I)=T(I-1)+(DELTHET*RAD) 
CALL SIMPIZ,T,R,M,N,D,A,3> 
DO 20 1=1,N 
DO 20 J=1,M 

20 P(I,J)=( (SIN(T(J)) /R(I)}-A(I,J)-3(I,J))/T (J) 
DO 25 1=1,M 

25 T (I) = T (I) /RAD 
WRITE(2,200> (T(I),I=1,M) 
DO 30 1=1,N 

30 WRITE(2,2G1) R(I),(P(I,J),J=1,H) 
20 0 FORMAT(1H1,///,2 5X,10F10.0,/) 
2C1 FORMAT(/,15X,F10.2,10F1G.5) 

STOP 
END 
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SUBROUTINE SIMP<Z,THET,R,M,N,D,A,B> 
01MENS ION R(5 Q),THET(10) , A(50,10),BI 50,10) ,C(2048) 
DO 50 L= 1,2 
DO 50 1=1,N 
DO 50 J=1,M 
T =THET(J) 
RR=R(I) 
NN=2 
H=T/2. 
C(l) =F(RR,Z + H,L > 
Al=(HMFlRR,Z,L)+C(l)+F(i<R,T,L)))/3. 

10 NN=2*NN 
H=H/2. 
SUM=0. 
MM=NN/4 
MMM=NN/2 
DO 20 K=1,MM 

20 SUM=SUM-2.*C(K) 
DO 3 0 K=1,MMM 
C(K)=F(RR,Z+(2.*K-1)*H,L) 

30 SUM=SUM«-4.*C(K> 
A2=0.5*AH-H*SUM/3. 
IF (ABS ( (A2-A1) / A2)-Q) 4C,40,60 

40 IF(L.EQ.Z) GO TO 45 
A (I,J) = A2 
GO TO 50 

*•5 B (I, J) =A2 
50 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
60 A1=A2 

IF ( NN-40 96 ) 10 ,70,70 
70 T=T/0.01745329 

GO TO 40 
END 

FUNCTION F(R,THET,L) 
GO TO (1,5),L 

1 F=EXP(-2.*R/COS(TH£T) ) 
RETURN 

5 F=EX?(-2.*R/COSlTHET))*CO 3(THET>/R 
RETURN 
END 
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Oil Field 
Original Reserves 

(million barrels) 
Logio Reserves 
(million barrels) 

Wafra 1,686 9.2266 

S. Fuwaris 15 7.1761 

S. Umm Gudair 420 8.6232 

Dorra 74 7.8692 

Hout 197 8.2945 

Khafji 6,018 9.7794 

Lulu 1 6.0000 

Abqaiq 8,444 9.9263 

Abu Hadriya 1,056 9.0263 

Abu Safah 3,256 9.5125 

Berri 7,303 9.8633 

Dammam 647 8.8109 

Fadhili 959 8.9818 

Ghawar 80,458 10.9058 

Harmaliyah 47 7.6721 

Jana 43 7.6335 

Turaybiat 2 6.3010 

Karan 10 7.0000 

Khurais 7,653 9.8837 

Khursaniyal 2,026 9.3065 

Manifa 7,200 9.8573 

Marjan 673 8.8280 

Mazalij 3 6.4771 

Qatif 4,704 9.6723 

Safaniya 20,517 10.3118 

Shaybah 1,828 9.2622 

Zuluf 3.253 9.5119 

Total 158,503 235.7102 

Median = 537 x 10& barrels 

Mean = 1,250 x 10^ barrels 
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Length Length 
Oil Field (miles) Oil Field (miles) 

Yibal 9.259 Fadhili 5.555 

Fahud 11.111 Abu Hadriya 7.407 

Natih 11.111 Khursaniyah 7.407 

Asab 7.037 Manifa 25.926 

Buhasa Dome 22.222 Safaniya 51.852 

Shah 3.704 S. Fuwaris 5.555 

Murban 25.926 Wafra 14.815 

Zakum 18.519 S. Umm Gudair 14.815 

Umm Shaif 11.111 Minagish 7.407 

Bundug 7.037 Burgan 18.519 

Sassan 11.111 Khashman 4.444 

Mahzam 7.407 Bahra 3.704 

Idd el Shargi 11.111 Raudhatain 14.815 

Fateh 1.852 Zubain 7.407 

Dukhan 33.333 Rumaila 18.519 

Khurais 48.148 Basra 11.111 

Ghawar 148.148 Nahr umr 3.704 

Fazran 11.111 Jana 3.333 

Abqaiq 37.037 Karan 3.333 

Dammam 5.555 Marjan 3.333 

Qatif 25.926 Zuluf 3.704 

Abu Safah 11.111 Fereidon 2.963 

Berri 18.519 Lulu 2.963 
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Length Length 
Oil Field (miles) Oil Field (miles) 

Esfaudair 2.593 Ramshir 3.704 

Cyrus 7.407 Karanj 14.815 

Dura 2.222 Faris 18.519 

Hout 3.704 Marun 37.519 

Darius 14.815 Mansuri 7.407 

Noruz 3.333 Ahwaz 40.741 

Bahrgansar 3.704 Kupal 18.519 

Ganvaren 2.963 Multa Sari 22.222 

Gulkhari 7.407 Haft Kel 11.111 

Binak 3.704 Naft Safid 14.815 

Bibi Hakimeh 48.148 Masjid Sulaiman 14.815 

Gachsaran 44.444 Lali 14.815 

Rag-E-Said 22.222 Par-E-Soich 11.111 

Pazanan 33.333 Andakan 11.111 

Agha Jari 29.630 

Mean length, L = 16.13824 miles. 
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